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UNIT I SPATIAL DOMAIN PROCESSING

Introduction to image processing – imaging modalities – image file formats – image sensing  and 

acquisition – image sampling and quantization – noise models – spatial filtering operations –

histograms – smoothing filters – sharpening filters – fuzzy techniques for spatial filtering –

spatial filters for noise removal

2 MARK

1. Define Image? 
2. What is Dynamic Range? 
3. Define Brightness? 
4. Define Digital image? 
5. What is meant by pixel? 
6. What are the steps involved in DIP? 
7. Specify the elements of DIP system? 
8. What is recognition and Interpretation? 
9. Define Resolutions? 
10. Explain the concept of spatial filtering
11. What is the function of gaussian high pass filter.
12. Illuminate on histogram  equalization.
13. Define image smoothing and sharpening.
14. Write a note on Image sensing and Acquisition?
15. What do you meant by Zooming of digital images?
16. What do you meant by shrinking of digital images?
17. Write short notes on neighbors of a pixel.
18. What is the need for transform?
19. Give the mask used for high boost filtering.
20. Explain spatial filtering?
21. Write the application of sharpening filters?
22. What are the types of noise models?



23. Give the relation for guassian noise?.
24. Give the relation for rayleigh noise?
25. Give the relation for Gamma noise?
26. Give the relation for Exponential noise?
27. Give the relation for Uniform noise?
28. Give the relation for Impulse noise?
29. What is Image sampling and quantization?
30. Write the M X N digital image in compact matrix form?

31. Write the expression to find the number of bits to store a digital image?
32. What do you meant by Zooming of digital images?
33. What is Image Transform?
34. What are the applications of transform?
35. Give the Conditions for perfect transform?

36. Write any four applications of DIP.
37. What is histogram equalization?
38. Give the formula for log transformation
39. What are the types of noise models?
40. List out and explain some basic relationships between Pixels.
41. Write short notes on the basic concepts in Sampling and Quantization.
42. define 4 and 8 neighbours of a pixels.
43. Write short notes on neighbors of a pixel.
44. Define image subtraction.
45. Differentiate linear spatial filter and non-linear spatial filter.

46. What do you meant by Gray level? 
47. Give PDF of gaussian noise and plot it.
48.

49.
50. Why are images often quoted as being 512 * 512, 256*256,128*128 etc?
51. How many bits do we need to store an image?
52. What are the application of histogram processing>
53. Give any 3 advantage of histogram equalization?
54. What is white noise ?
55. Write the  application of image sharpening?



PART B-16 MARKS

1. Explain the steps involved in digital image processing. 
(or) 

Explain various functional block of digital image processing.
2. Describe the elements of visual perception.

3. Describe image formation in the eye with brightness adaptation and 
Discrimination

4. Write short notes on sampling and quantization.

5. Describe the functions of elements of digital image processing system with a diagram.
6. Explain the basic relationships between pixels?
7. What is the use of processing an image? Explain various applications of Image

Processing.
8. Explain the basic elements of Digital image processing.

9. Two images f(x,y) and g(x,y), have histograms hf and hg. Give the conditions
under which you can determine the histograms of
(a) f(x,y) + g(x,y)
(b) f(x,y) - g(x,y)
(c) f(x,y) x g(x,y)
(d) f(x,y) / g(x,y) in terms of hf and hg. Explain how to obtain the histogram in

each case.

10. Explain about the basic relationships between pixels
11. Write short notes on:

           (a) Image acquisition
     (b) Image processing. 
12. What are the elements required to acquire digital images ?
13. Write brief notes on various types of images.
14. Explain how a digital image is formed and represented.
15. Explain the histogram equalization procedure with suitable example.
16. Discuss in detail about Histogram processing of a digital image..
17. Draw the cross section of the human eye and explain the image formation in the eye.

18. Explain image acquisition using a 

(a) Single sensor (b) Sensor arrays (c) sensor strips



19.

20.

21.

22. Assumey ou havet o processa digital image.L ist the stepwisep rocesst o do the 
processing. Wtrat will be the different tools and components of your image processing 
system? Explain with the help of an example and diagram'

Discuss the techniques available for image processing?
23. Write a note on connectivity between pixels.
24. Write note on equivalence relation amoong pixels.
25. Explain the components of image processing system with a neat diagram.
26. Mention ten fields that uses digital image processing.
27. With the help of a  block diagram explain the elements of digital image processing 

system.
28. List out and explain the application of digital image processing and analysis with suitable 

examples.
29.



30. What are the stages through which an image passes in an image processing
system?Explain?\

31. Discuss various smoothing and sharpening image  enhancement techniques in spatial 
domain.

32. What do you mean by entrophy of an image? How it can be computed from image 
compression? Compute entrophy following 4 * 4 gray level image.

10 10 15 15
15 15 50 50
25 25 25 50
15 15 50 50

Also compute the maximum achievable  compression ratio.

33.



34. Explain in detail the components of a image processing system with the
help of a block diagram.

e Definethe terms convolution and correlationand discuss their significance
in the context of digital image processing.

35. What is spatial filtering? Why are smoothing spatial filters used?

36. Define the term digital image . explain three types of image , give examples for each 
type.

37. What are the elements requires to acquire digital images?

   38. 

39. Explain in detail the Image smoothing and Image sharpening filters
with an example.



40. What are the fundamental steps we use in Digital Image Processing? Explain in detail 
with neat diagram.

41.
What are the components of general-purpose image processing system?
What are the major areas where image processing can be used as an application?
Define the following:

i. Neighbors of a pixel
ii. Connectivity between pixels

iii. Distance measures

42. What is sampling theorem? How does it prevent aliasing?
43. What is meant by image enhancement by point processing? Discuss any two point 

processing techniques with example. 
44. Explain how continous image converted in to digital image using suitable technique.

45.



46. Indicate the difference between the terms ‘spatial resolution’ and ‘intensity
resolution’ in relation to an image.

47.

48.
49. Define the histogram of a digital image. Explain histogram equalization and 

specification. (10)
50. Explain the spatial averaging filter. (6)
51. Draw the block diagram consisting all the elements of a digital image processing system 

and explain the functions of each block in detail. 
52. What is spatial _ltering? How it is useful for Image enhancement, also discuss

different types spatial _lters used in Image enhancement.

53.



54.

55.
56.

   



57.

58.
59. Explain the applications of Image enhancement.
60. Distinguish between spatial domain techniques and frequency domain techniques of 

Image enhancement.
61. Explain a simple Image formation model.

interms of hf and hg. Explain how to obtain the histogram in each case.
62. Show that subtracting the Laplacian from an image is proportional to unsharp

masking .
` Consider the image segment shown below

3 1 2 1(q)
2 2 0 2
1 2 1 1
(p)1 0 1 2
(a) Let V = f0,1g and compute the D4, D8 and Dm distances between p and q
(b) repeat for V = f1,2g [16]

           Give the algorithm for histogram equalization.



          (b) What is the histogram distribution for high contrast, low contrast images.
63. explain in detail about noise models.
64. Consider the image segment shown:

(a) Let v={0,1} and compute the length of the shortest 4,8 and m- path 
between p and q. If a particular path does not exist between these two 
points , explain why.

(b) Repeat for v={1,2}

65.

66.


